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The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 

as far as practicable. 

25 Answer any five questions from question nos. 1-8. 

1. Let X , X, be a random sample from N0, 1) choose d so that test based on T, = (# of , Sdyn 

for testing Ho:0=0 against H :0=10 has both types of errors almost zero. 

2. Let X,X, be a random sample from Bernoulli (p) population, P e (0,1). Define p-value of the test 

based on T,=n- (# of X-0}, for testing Ho:p= PX1 =0)= against H :p> 

3. Let 1 . n Xn , n be IID N(6, o~), 0 E R, o>0. Consider statistics 

X-8 
,X 

22 

n-n+ Xn-0 and 2n Tin 

Are sampling distribution of Tn and T2n same? Justify with derivations. 

4. Based on a random sample {X1, .,X10 from N(0, 1) construct 7(, 0such that T follows a 

distribution with 3 d.f. Use all the observations for constructing T. 

5. Let X -X, be N(O, 1), show that E(XaytX)=0. 

6. Let X,...,X be a random sample from N(6, 1), e e R. Consider the confidence interval 

S-( -d, Xn + d) for 0 where d> Zul is the upper level a/2 point of N(O, 1) distribution 
n 

and a e (0, 1). If observed interval (T, -d. T, +d) contains , is it possible to reject alternative at level 

a for testing H: 0=0 against H:0 0 based on critical region S? Justify with necessary derivations. 
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20 7. Let 1X,. .. X20} be IID F distribution. Find the value of E 

8. If X 1, (1-distribution with n.d.f.), what is the distribution of| ? Derive in details. 

52 
Answer any wo questions from question n0s. 9-11. 

9. Let X1 and ,.. Y, be two independent random samples from Poisson () and Poisson () respectively. Perform a test based on P-value for testing Ho: = against H: 2 
10. Let X .X, be independent and identically distributed continuous random variables with distribution function F(x). Then show that 

lim Pf(n(F(X)-F(X(n-)) st) =e vt>0, when X is the i-th order statistics. n 

11. LetX and Y be independent variables having common distribution Exponential (2), 7>0. Find 
(a) conditional distribution of w given u and hence 

(b) marginal distribution of w, where u =X+ Y and w = X- Y. 

Answer any three questions from question nos. 12-16. 

12. (a) If random variables X and X2 are independent and each follows X-distribution with n d.f., showN 
T nAA2) follows a student's -distribution with n -1 d.f. and distribution of T is 2XX2 

that 

independent of X, t+ X. 

(b) Let X,. Xn, and Y, Y2, ..,n, be independent random samples. from N(41.o1 and N(Lu2. G*) 

respectively and all the parameters are unknown. Find a confidence interval of with confidence 

coefficient (1 - a). a e (0, 1). 

13. (a) Derive the m.g.f. of 7 distribution with n d.I. Hence or otherwise show that 

H+12r(H, +H,-1), r21, where H = E(%7,Y, k 21, 
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()Let (Z1,Z,) have bivariate normal distribution with E(Z,) = E(Z,) = 0, Z) = VZ,) = I and correlation 

142)p. Suppose Z, and Z, are unobservable and the observable random variables are 

0, if Z, s0 
i=1, Z 

Let t be the correlation coefficient between X and X. Prove that p= sin(tt/2). 5+5 

14. (a) or a bivariate sample {(, X); i = 1.., consider regression model Y, =BX, + E,, i =1,..., where 

E, is independent of x, and e's are independent and identically distributed as N(O, o). Derive a test 

for Ho: B =0 against H: B *0. 

(6) If X, X, be a random sample from N(H, o?), find the sampling distribution of 

R-X.)r-u , -FaP-2 

where ,2 and S 2%-.) 6+4 

15. (a) Let the random variables X and Ybe distributed as x and Firespectively. For any a e (0, 1), 

Fann, be defined by P(X 2 Hán,) =p(Y2 Fa, n' n,=a. Then show that for large n and fa,2 a, n 

2 
Ka,n "fa.n,n, " 

(b) For a bivariate sample {(X1, X2), i=1, ..., n} from bivariate normal distribution with unknown 

S+5 parametersH1H2,0.o2.P, derive a test for Ho: o 02 against H: o # o. 

16. (a) Let X,... X, be i.i.d. random variables with cont1nuous d.f. F and let X ..X be the order 

statistics. If M, be the unique population median, then show that 

P,(Xo)Mo s X)=2 
_k=r 

Hence or otherwise find a contidence interval oft Mo with coverage probability at least 1 - a for 

some a e (0, 1). 

(b) Find the mean and variance of Student's -distribution. Show that its density tends to N0, 1) as 

degrees of freedom becomes large. 


